


WE BEGAN THE PROCESS of planning the 2009 edition
of Creativity + Commerce, our annual review of the
best business-related graphic design from around the
world, late last summer. Little did we suspect at the
time that in the space of a couple of months, the entire
meaning of "business" would change, and that a few
blocks south of us in New York, entire companies would
fail. By the time we were judging the submissions in
the fall of 2008, we marveled at a recruiting website for
a well-known investment bank that had just collapsed.
Suddenly, this conventional piece of bullish promotion
seemed downright tragic.

Still, most of our submissions were produced long
before the September crash and showed just as much
optimism (and, sometimes, wastefulness) as in previ-
ous years. Submissions poured in from the Middle East,
from Eastern Europe, from London and Montreal.

Best of all, our call for entries produced in a sustainable
manner caught designers' attention, and we got to
learn about all the ecologically sound processes design-
ers are using, and the green causes they are supporting.
It was truly encouraging to see that these important is-
sues are being taken seriously by designers everywhere.

Our judges—Elan Cole, Alicia Cheng, and Greg Hahn,
along with Jeremy Lehrer, who selected the winner of
our new sustainability honorable mention—had some
engaging work to choose from, whether it was the
packaging for a tiny electronica label ("They've managed
to reinvent the language," said Hahn) or for Adobe's
Creative Suite ("The restraint with this piece is admi-
rable," said Cheng). There was much sober talk during
that spring judging of the dire business climate, but
clearly, the economic chill hadn't set in yet. Next year's
entries may tell a different story. CAITLIN DOVER
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OUR JUDGES awarded this public-service campaign
first place because it achieved two near-impossible
goals: It reconciles a distressing topic—easily prevent-
able car accidents—with upbeat, even humorous
graphics, and it holds the attention of teenagers.

Impact Teen Drivers, a nonprofit based in Califor-
nia, was trying to address the increasing number of
fatal car accidents involving teens that are attributed
to avoidable, seemingly innocuous acts, like drink-
ing a latte while driving. The organization hired Hybrid
Design to create a campaign to display in classrooms
that would inform teenagers and inspire them to
change their driving habits. After creating six different
campaign approaches, some statistically driven and
some including emotionally charged stories, Hybrid
Design went to the experts—focus groups of actual
teenagers. "We were really open to what these kids had
to say," designer Ed O'Brien says.

The teens were clear on one point: They don't want
to read anything. On the other hand, they said that if
they're bored in class, they -will read posters around the
room. "It seemed logical to see if we could wrap up
our entire message in five or six words," says O'Brien.
Taglines with darkly humorous juxtapositions like
"Cobras, Uzis, Cancer, Floods, Texting" appealed to the
young test audience. Art director Dora Drimalas notes
that the kids "went in the direction that was more
challenging, was more like a puzzle, and had the most
humor and the most intelligence to it." In fact, they
leaned toward the same elements that attracted the
Hybrid Design team. As O'Brien notes, "Good ideas
work for everybody, not just teenagers."

The campaign's lively aesthetic is driven by Hybrid's
use of the typeface Ziggurat, which the team includ-
ed in the pieces from the very beginning. "It felt like
such a great font for one-word lines: bold and heavy
as can be, without being overstylized or something
that will date too quickly," says O'Brien.

After the focus groups, some students actually
asked to keep the posters. Art director Brian Flynn pin-
points the reason for the campaign's success with its
intended audience: "We didn't talk to them any differ-
ently than we would to an adult." Our judges picked
up on this immediately. Alicia Cheng comments that
the campaign "took a complex topic and made it
accessible to all the different target demographics—
the kids, the parents, the educators—in a way that
didn't talk down to anyone."

There's another good reason the students liked the
work, according to Flynn: "These kids are looking
at atrocious stuff all day. They're looking at the 'Please
wash your hands' sign. So if you give them something
that is actually done well, they will respond to it."
MONICA RACIC

HYBRID DESIGN
Branding Campaign for Impact Teen Drivers

ART DIRECTORS: Brian Flynn, Dora Drimalas
D E S I G N E R S : Ed O'Brien W R I T E R : Hybrid Design, Kayla Cagan
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TOUR GROUPS who have visited the new Bank of
America building and seen the installation of Second
Story's Market Data Mirrors "have kind of marveled
at the presentation of it," says producer Amber
Cartwright. "They didn't understand how the images
were coming through." Our judges were equally
dazzled. "I want this terminal right next to where I
sit," exclaimed Elan Cole. "There is such an amazing
sense of dimension to it. It's a compelling, extremely .
elegant way of showing complex graphics."

The Market Data Mirrors consist of 15 plasma screens
strategically placed behind a large, semi-transparent
mirror, creating the impression of a seamless display.
The screens stream live market data from a feed that
updates the display every 45 seconds. The data is con-
verted into dynamic graphics using Microsoft Visual
C# and OpenGL to sync the information. David Rome,
head of production management, says the team went
through numerous mirror studies to achieve "the right
balance of reflectivity while allowing the images to be
clearly seen" on the one-inch-deep display.

Second Story developed a visual system to encom-
pass all the financial information that was important
to the bank and to the traders in whose elevator bank
the mirrors sit. The geometry, location, and movement
of the graphics all correlate to quantitative informa-
tion: Commodities are represented by rings, rates by
geometric shapes, indices by orbs, and currencies by
disks. The data changes as the market values rise and
fall, and the historical market values of commodities
and indices are displayed via the position and volume
of the shapes, which unfold or slice up to represent
different types of information. Interaction designer
Christian Bannister explains, "It was really impor-
tant to us that we weren't making anything up. The
position of the graphics and how they animate was
all data-driven."

At all costs, the team wanted to avoid having the
display mimic a ticker tape. The initial ideas were over-
ly complex, they say, and it "took a long time for us
to strike a balance with how functional these visuals
needed to be as diagrams," explains Bannister. "On
the one hand, we needed to consider the most functio-
nal approach to displaying this information. From the
other end of the spectrum, we needed to explore cre-
ative manifestations that captured our imagination."

The mirrors not only present the traders with a
new way to see the same data they look at day in and
day out; they also offer a chance to reflect. The trad-
ers see themselves in the data mirrors—literally, and
perhaps metaphorically as well. Says Cartwright,
"Traders are looking at this data all day long, but they
might not realize its implications or the role that
they have as traders and how their personal actions
affect, the market."
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"WHAT WE'RE ATTRACTED to is the simplification
and the zesty graphic sensibility." This is how
Alicia Cheng described the judges' reaction to the
third-annual issue of Here. This issue of the maga-
zine, which is produced for the architecture firm
Cooper Carry, is centered on energy—a topic that
the entire team at Iconologic explores from a multi-
tude of social vantage points. It's devoid of agenda
(other than conveying Cooper Carry's worldly aware-
ness and architectural prowess).

This approach—"content-driven branding," as
staff writer Kendra Rainey calls it—is highlighted
by Here's nonlinear format and by Iconologic's collab-
orative method of production. Designers and writers
collaborated and swapped roles, contributing both
to the informative essays and the vibrant aesthetic.
"It's consistently engaging, considering the topic,
which could be inherently stultifying in its complex-
ity," commented Cheng.

As designer Gabe Benzur notes, "It's easier to make
digestible information graphics [about energy],
since energy is something that can be measured quan-
titatively, as opposed to migration or greenness"
(Here topics from previous years). Still, certain arti-
cles, like the "What Is Energy" section, encompass
complex subjects'—hydrogen fusion, photosynthesis,
and power plants—that required vast simplifica-
tion. Benzur explains that he had to "understand the
material thoroughly in order to find a simple solution
that anyone could understand. The more pictures,
the better."

There are lovely, subtle elements that unify the
work. Benzur describes his color schemes as having "a
somewhat garish, 'psychedelic' characteristic" that's
present throughout the book, and the use of Cooper
Carry's corporate yellow to highlight portions of
the text is also a recurring feature. "The cohesiveness
is subtle and the information dense, but not impen-
etrable or obtuse," explains Rainey.

Iconologic's exploratory approach to research and
design is apparent in the final product. "Our process
starts with a series of meandering, collective, and
often very passionate brainstorming sessions," says
Rainey. "Many, many of the final stories that made it
into the piece were offshoots, hiccups, and 'Hey,
what if we did X?' bits and baubles from other ideas....
Happenstance is highly courted for Here. So is dissent
that leads down unexpected routes." It is this fresh-
ness and, as Greg Hahn commented, "the unexpected
exuberance" in Here that evoke such a bubbling syn-
ergy between content and aesthetics.
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THIS is THE FIRST year that Print is honoring submis-
sions created with a focus on sustainability, and we're
happy to report that we had many excellent candidates
from which to choose. It's heartening that our call for
information on ecologically sound materials and pro-
cesses elicited so many submissions.

Pangea Organics' Holiday Gift Boxes stood out in
this conscientious crowd—not just because its materi-
als are ecologically sound (see below), but also because
they defy the excessive norm of the gift-box genre. As
Jeremy Lehrer, a Print contributing editor and our "Best
Practices" columnist, who was our judge for this hon-
orable mention, explained: "We wanted to recognize
something that uses a more sustainable design princi-
ple on a mass-produced scale."

The Pangea gift set goes beyond reducing waste; it
reincarnates the packaging as something useful—a
Colorado Blue Spruce tree. "We wanted to create a gift
item that not only embodies sustainability within the
package design but can begin another life," says de-
signer Josh Ivy. The casing material is compostable and
biodegradable, with spruce seeds embedded in its
walls. The entire piece can be planted immediately.

Pangea had already implemented the idea for plant-
able packaging in clamshell-style cases for soap. But
trying to replicate those clamshells in a larger size came
with major structural challenges. The manufacturer
created a staggered pattern within the walls to hold the
weight of the products within, creating ridges on the
exterior. An enlarged outer label conceals the ridges.

According to Ivy, the cost and limited availability of
new ecofriendly material to smaller companies were
among the project's greater obstacles. Finding a manu-
facturer who "has a solid understanding of the new
materials to effectively put it into production" remains
difficult. But Joshua Onysko, the founder and CEO of
Pangea Organics, notes that the important thing is "to
remind people that we must start to think about the
way we create and design. Once something is used for
its purpose, it should have another purpose to fulfill."
Lehrer commended this approach: "The fact that you
can skip recycling—just plant the packaging, and
you'll get a tree in your backyard—is fantastic."
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